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SALUTATION BY THE DEAN OF THE FIB
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SALUTATION BY THE PRIOR DEAN OF THE FIB 




tes and friends in general. The FIB had the pleasure of presenting one of these activities, 
the	historical	exhibition	Computation: From the Abacus to the PC,	which	was	held	from	
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INTRODUCTION BY THE EXHIBITION 
CURATOR 







ting	paradigms.	Now	we	have	social	phenomena	 like	smartphones,	 tablets,	apps,	 the	
cloud,	virtual	 reality,	 social	media,	online	gaming	and	3-D	printing.	And	 it	was	not	so	
long	ago	 that	 the	emergent	phenomena	were	 the	web,	e-business	and	e-commerce,	
dot-coms,	laptops,	gaming	consoles,	and	so	on	–	advances	that	themselves	succeeded	




world	 is	 increasingly	digital,	global	and	automated	 thanks	mainly	 to	 information	and	
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they are related to the territory.
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In	our	 libraries,	 students	use	 their	 smartphones	 to	 check	 the	online	 resources	and	 to	
reserve	group	study	 rooms.	We	are	 the	first	 libraries	 in	Spain	 to	 introduce	 the	 laptop	
loan	service,	and	we	created	the	UPC	Digital	Video	Library,	the	UPC	Open	Courseware	
project,	and	repositories	of	examination	papers,	doctoral	theses,	bachelor’s	theses	and	
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I-1-1 / Counter or counting table
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I / COUNTING
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I-2-1 / Chinese abacus or Souanpan
I-2-2 / Japanese abacus or Soroban
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I-2-3 / Russian abacus or Stchoty
I-2-4 / Pocket abacus
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I-3-1 / Circular thread counter, to remember
I-3-2 / Rectangular thread counter, to don’t forget
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I-4-1 / Comptator... the portable manual accumulator
I-5-1 / Analogic revolution counter
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I-5-2 / Digital revolution counter
I-5-3 / Ready reckoner table book, to count and much more...
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II-1-1 / Merchandising tronzet, from the Barcelona 1929 International Fair
II-1-2 / Merchandising booklet from the Barcelona 1929 International Fair
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II-2-1 / Tronzet brand Business, never ever sold
II-2-2 / Tronzet brand Record, white ones add and red ones substract
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II-2-3 / Tronzet brand Tasco, the most brilliant one
II-2-4 / Tronzet set brand Addiator, desktop type
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II-3-1 / Personal chain adder brand Goldem Gem, for select offices and pockets
II-3-2 / Key-based adder brand Certa, the open mechanism that’s always sure
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II-4-1 / Desktop adder brand Lightning, faster than lightning
II-4-2 / Desktop adder brand Addometer, the most popular one
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II-4-3 / Pocked adder brand Shop’n’Add, to not overbuy
II-5-1 / Neper bones... Sticks to add, and much more
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III-1-1 / Consul, the educated monkey, to play to learn to multiply



















the	 limits	of	mechanical	 calculation	were	 reached	with	 the	astonishing	Curta	 (III-2).	
The	device,	which	marks	the	apogee	of	miniaturisation	in	pre-electronic	calculators,	
was	popularly	known	as	the	pepper grinder due to its appearance. After addition had 
been	automated,	 the	names	of	devices	began	to	call	 to	mind	other	arithmetic	ope-
rations	 (III-3),	and	 their	physical	 forms	became	more	varied	 (III-4).	Eventually,	devi-
ces	that	could	be	used	to	print	operands	and	results	appeared	(III-4-3).	For	individual	
uses of a more demanding and professional character, some manufacturers developed 
more	robust	portable	calculators	(III-5).
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III-1-2 /Arithmetic Quiz, to learn the four numeracy rules
III-2-1 / The amazing Curta... or the “pepper grinder”
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III-3-1 / Multator, pin wheel calculator
III-3-2 / Denominator, for adding payments and change returns
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III-3-3 / Multor, pocked multiplying wheel
III-4-2 / Optima circular calculator
III-4-1 / Figure-8-Adder, the eight fitted for the hand

























(IV-2-4).	En	això	es	va	 inspirar	Charles	Babbage	per	dissenyar	 les	entrades	de	 la	 seva	
ACCOUNTING
III-4-3 / Scribola adder-lister, the adder than prints
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III-5-1 / Todd, portable blade adder, the one for professionals


















hner	 in	Europe	 (IV-3),	 and	 the	Comptometer,	 a	device	made	by	Felt	&	Tarrant	–	with	
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seek approaches and mechanisms for measuring and monitoring the time spent on all 
operations.	This	 led	 to	 the	development	of	 the	computus	clocks,	which	were	used	 to	
measure	the	duration	of	operations	and	synchronise	tasks	(IV-4).
IV-1-1 / Cursor calculator TIM-1, from Time Is Money (Leibnitz stepped reckoner mechanism)
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IV-2-1 / Keypunch, first automatic punchcard perforator, by Hollerith
IV-2-2 / Punchcards of type Hollerith-IBM, with 80 columns
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IV-2-3 / IBM type punchcard press cylinder
IV-2-4 / For Jacquard looms, punchcard based weaving program
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IV-3-1 / Key based FACIT calculator (Baldwin-Odhner pin wheel mechanism)
IV-4-1 / Calculagraph... to account for modern times
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IV-4-2 / Watch-computus for night watchmen, segurity registered at puched disks
IV-5-1 / Comptometer from Felt-Tarrant... the revolutionary accounting efficiency







However,	 before	modern	 computers	were	developed,	people	were	already	using	 ins-
truments	 with	 pre-computed	 calculations.	Usually	 these	 were	 analogue	 (non-digital)	
devices.	The	slide	 rule	 is	undoubtedly	 the	most	successful	analogue	computer.	Based	
on	Napier’s	logarithmic	calculation	method,	the	instrument	was	developed	by	William	









variants	with	 scales	arranged	 in	 spiral	 form	to	make	optimal	use	of	 the	 space	on	 the	
device	(V-3).	
In	 the	 twentieth	 century,	 long	after	 the	days	of	Galileo’s	 sector,	 the	need	 for	devices	
that could perform special calculations arose once again. The instruments developed 
in	 response	 included	 planimeters	 –	 instruments	 for	 automatically	 calculating	 surface	
areas	that	automated	the	mathematical	integration	of	two	variables	–	and	various	ins-
truments designed for other specialised tasks, such as telemetry in automotive racing, 
and	air	navigation	(V-5).
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V-1-1 /Nestler sliderule for logarithmic computations
V-1-3 / Aero circular sliderule
V-1-2 / Faber sliderule for logarithmic computations
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V-3-1 / Fuller desktop spiral rule, for logarithmic supercomputing
V-2-2 / User manual for Galileo’s sector (contemporary facsimile edition)
V-2-1 / Galileo’s compas or sector, computing rule for construction and navigation
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V-3-2 / Tröger circular rule
V-3-3 / Otis Kings portable rule, for logarithmic precision computations
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V-4-1 / Planimeter, for the automatic computation of areas
V-4-2 / Morin planimeter, mechanizing mathematical integration
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V-5-1 / NASCAR Computer Pack, for special purpose racing computations
V-5-2 /SkyKing Computer, for flying navigational computing
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V-5-3 a / Electronic calculators do arrive
V-5-3 b / Electronic calculators stay for long
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VI-1-1 / Original UNIVAC tape reel, with metal magnetizable suport
VI-1-2 / Original UNIVAC portfolio, for executive operating system routine libraries
VI-2-1 /Security patch, with an antique IBM logo










means (transistors, integrated circuits, miniaturised integration, integration on a large 
scale,	 integration	 on	 a	 very	 large	 scale,	 etc.).	After	 the	 first	 experimental	 computers	
(ABC,	ASCC,	etc.)	and	the	first	computers	for	war-related	uses	(ENIAC,	Colossus,	ACE,	






















VI-2-2 / Pluggable bits (3 bits) from an IBM 704
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VI-2-3 / Pluggable board for a byte (8 bits) from the IBM 650
VI-3-1 / Big core memory board from Empsa
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VI-4-1 / IBM cable based programming board
VI-4-2 / Burroughs functional pluggable board by hardware
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VI-5-1 / Electronic Brains from E.C.Berkeley, the first book of computer divulgation
VI-5-2 / TIME magazine cover page, ¿the super-brain that will control everything?
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VI-5-3 / The Computer Revolution, de E.C.Berkeley, the revolution that is comming























ter systems operating at light speed is that deep inside, in their processors and memories, 




cades ago, or travelled so far from the earliest inventions and concepts related to mecha-
nical	calculation		-at	least	not	in	its	essence.
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VII-1-1 / Analogical telephony, and its cables, arrive everywhere, homes and companies
VII-2-1 / Protectograph... mechanism to ensure security to banking transactions
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VII-3-1 / Kodak photographic camera, the power of images... in black and white
VII-3-2 / Brownie mechanical filming camcorder, from Kodak... color in movementt
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VII-4-1 / Headphones
VII-4-1 / Phone central switching board... where everything can be known





























to	 building	 computers	 –	 sharing	 problems	 and	 solutions	 at	 get-togethers	with	 other	
enthusiasts	–	was	carried	 forward	by	the	first	entrepreneurial	 initiatives.	Some	of	 the	



















manufacturer	 of	 computer	 systems,	 finally	 decided	 to	 invest	 in	 the	 new	 category	 of	
personal	computers.	This	led	to	the	appearance	in	1981	of	the	dazzling	IBM	PC	(VIII-6),	
which,	 thanks	more	to	 the	 reputation	of	 the	 IBM	brand	than	to	 its	 technological	 fea-
tures,	immediately	became	the	preferred	personal	computer	for	companies	and	many	
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VIII-1 / Radio Shack TRS-80, invaged US homes for “war games”
VIII-2 / Atari... the most multi-purpose home microcomputer
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VIII-3 / Apple II... the first marketed computer which was truly personal
VIII-4 / Commodore 64... the best domestic micro computer ever sold
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VIII-5 / Spectrum micro computers... the british saga from Lord Sinclair
VIII-6 / IBM Personal Computer... the answer from the giant Big Blue which filled companies
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VIII-7 / Olivetti Quaderno... the most compact portable PC clone
VIII-8 / Apple Macintosh... the PC with principles which revolutionized the future
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